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Abstract With the high penetration of renewable energy
sources, the reliability of power systems becomes more
vulnerable than ever because of the greater uncertainty and
intermittence in power generation. Reactive power plays an
important role in the power system reliability, because it is
closely related to the system voltage stability and voltage
collapse. However, reactive power-related reliability issues
are seldom emphasized in conventional power reliability
evaluations. This article investigates power system reli-
ability of real and reactive power. Real and reactive power
shortages and the associated voltage violations due to
system failures are considered on reliability evaluation of
power systems. A three-stage load-shedding technique for
post contingencies is implemented to determine the con-
tributions of real and reactive power on the system reli-
ability and to find an optimal way to release network
violation. The results provide the detailed information on
power system planning and operation for system planners
and operators from real and reactive power aspects.
Keywords Reactive power, Risk analysis, Reliability,
Voltage stability
1 Introduction
Voltage collapse usually occurs in heavy load power
systems. A heavy load power system subject to a failure or
disturbance undergoes voltage collapse if post-disturbance
equilibrium voltages are below acceptable limits. The
voltage collapse is generally initiated by either load vari-
ations or contingencies and is characterized by high reac-
tive power demand and high reactive power loss in
transmission network and shortage of fast-acting reactive
reserves [1]. The fast reactive sources are generators,
synchronous condensers, and power electronics-based
flexible dynamic voltage restorer. Adequate reactive power
reserve is expected to maintain system integrity during post
contingency operation when considering random failures.
As a well-established ancillary service, the reactive power
support and the voltage control play a vital role in power
system operation. The impact of reactive power on system
stability and security has been well investigated [2–6].
During a contingency, the real power component of line
loading does not change significantly, whereas the reactive
power flow can change dramatically [2]. The reason is that
the bus voltage drop due to a component failure reduces the
reactive power generation from the charging of line and
shunt capacitors. Therefore, sufficient reactive reserve
should be available to meet the reactive power requirement
following a contingency. Reactive power which can be
delivered in a power system depends on its network con-
figuration, operating condition, and locations of reactive
power sources. References [2–6] show that the reactive
power was the key to solve voltage problems in system
operation and should be considered in reliability
evaluation.
Recently, renewable energy sources (RESs), such as
solar and wind energy have been widely integrated into
power systems. Due to the fluctuation and unpredictable
characteristics of RESs and the system load, the system
voltage stability issues become more complex. The high
penetration of wind energy has the potential to change the
modes of instability in power systems [7]. Reference [7]
shows that an increase in wind penetration resulted in
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greater demand on reactive power, which may lead to
voltage instability if not met by the existing power system.
In distribution systems, the photovoltaic (PV) power fluc-
tuation combined with the system tap changer control
scheme and mechanism is closely related to an unaccepted
voltage drop [8]. Therefore, it is important to investigate
the impact of reactive power on reliability of power sys-
tems with RESs.
However, conventional reliability evaluations of power
systems concern more on real power adequacy problems
[9–12]. The reactive power-related reliability issues have
not been separately studied in detail. The proposed reli-
ability indices in most reliability evaluation techniques are
related to adequacy aspect, such as the expected energy not
supplied (EENS), expected load curtailment (ELC), etc.
First, those indices are usually calculated using the pro-
portional active load-shedding techniques. Second, system
unreliability caused by reactive power shortage is hidden by
those indices. Under-voltage load shedding is the least and
lowest cost solution to severe voltage problems [13]. Some
under-voltage load-shedding strategies including real and
reactive power load curtailments are adopted to mitigate
system voltage instability [13–18] in real-time operation of
power systems. It is a challenge to implement those tech-
niques on reliability evaluation.
Reference [19] proposed a technique to evaluate reli-
ability indices which take into account both real and
reactive power shortages due to failures caused by real and
reactive power sources, such as generators, synchronous
condensers, compensators, and flexible alternative current
transmission system (FACTS). Reactive power shortage
and its associated voltage violations due to failures of
reactive power sources were considered. Some new reli-
ability indices represented the impact of reactive power
shortage on system reliability. The reliability indices due to
reactive power shortages were separated from those due to
real power shortages.
This article investigates both real and reactive power
shortages and the associated voltage violations due to
system failures on reliability evaluation. The load point
indices related to real and reactive power shortages are
defined. The real power shortage and the network viola-
tions of a contingency are released using a three-stage load-
shedding process instead of the two-stage process in [19].
The proposed load-shedding technique during post con-
tingencies is implemented to illustrate the importance of
the reactive power on system reliability and to find the
most economical way to release network violation. The
contributions of real and reactive power to the load point
and system reliability are clearly decoupled using the
proposed technique.
Section 2 reviews the voltage stability issues related to
the reliability. Section 3 presents load point and system
reliability indices related to real and reactive power. In
Section 4, different load-shedding strategies and reactive
power issues related to power system reliability are dis-
cussed. The equivalent 220 kV Taiyuan system of Shanxi
Province in China is analyzed to illustrate the technique
and the results are presented in Section 5. Section 6 con-
cludes the article.
2 Voltage stability and reliability
A power system from a load bus can be represented by
an equivalent generator on power system analysis. Real
power P and reactive power Q transferred from a lossless
power system to a load bus had been described clearly in
[1]. The load bus voltage V is the function of P and Q.
The relationship between the real power and the voltage
is usually represented by a normalized pv curve. The pv
curve for a constant power factor can be obtained by pro-
jecting the intersection curve of V(P,Q) and the vertical
plane Q ¼ Ptgu. The pv curves for the four different tgu
are shown in Fig. 1. Curves 1, 2, and 3 correspond to
inductive loads with lagging power factors. Curve 4 cor-
responds to capacitive load with leading power factor. It
can be seen from the figure that the more real power load
can be supplied without violating the voltage limitation
vmin as power factor increases. Voltage reduces as real
power load increases for a given tgu. When p reaches to its
maximum value pmax, the voltage collapses. Taking Curve
3 as an example, the bus voltage is normal at point a, the
voltage at point b reaches to the lowest limit, whereas the
reliability margin to voltage collapse at point c is the
minimum. A leading power factor will cause overvoltage
problem, as shown in Curve 4.
The relationship between the reactive power and the
voltage is usually represented by a normalized vq curve.
The vq curves for three different values of p are shown in
















Fig. 1 pv curves for different power factors with a given Q
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voltage solutions. Only voltage at right-hand side is real-
istic. The realistic voltage increases with q. The reactive
power distance from the operating point to the bottom of
the curve is the reactive power margin.
Voltage stability has the system ability to maintain
voltage so that both power and voltage are controllable
when the load admittance increases or load power increases
[20]. The lack of adequate real and reactive power
resources during system heavy load conditions and severe
system contingencies has been recognized as a major factor
in a voltage collapse process. Voltage collapse is a
dynamic and normally large disturbance phenomenon [1].
System voltage collapses when one bus reaches its collapse
point [21]. When a failure occurs in a power system, the
impedance X of the equivalent generator from a bus will
change, and the maximum real and reactive power supplied
by the system will also be affected. Therefore, system
voltage collapse point will also change. The large area
blackouts are initialized by the voltage collapse at one or
more buses during a system failure. Therefore, it is a basic
reliability requirement to prevent the system from the
voltage collapse point under various operating conditions
and contingencies through providing sufficient contingency
real and reactive power reserves and curtailing the real and
reactive power load in the worst scenarios.
3 Reliability indices and evaluation technique
Conventional reliability indices provided by most reli-
ability evaluation techniques are only related to the real
power, such as EENS and ELC. Those indices hide some
important system reliability problems which are closely
related to voltage stability. In order to provide compre-
hensive information on system reliability from different
aspects for system planners and operators, the reliability
indices related to real and reactive power shortages [19] are
used in this article. Those indices represent different
aspects of power system reliability in detail.
The EENS for bus j due to the real power shortage









LCQij  pi  8; 760; ð2Þ
where NC is the total number of considered contingencies,
LCPij and LCQij are the real load curtailments at bus j due to
real and reactive power shortages for state I, respectively.
The expected reactive power not supplied for bus j due
to the real power shortage EVNSPj and the reactive power








QCQij  pi  8; 760; ð4Þ
where QCPij and QCQij are the reactive load curtailments at
bus j due to real and reactive power shortages for state i,
respectively.
The expected reactive power shortage for bus j due to




VarSQij  pi  8; 760; ð5Þ
where VarSQij is the active power shortage which causes
voltage violation for state i, it is the reactive power which
should be injected at bus j to relieve the bus voltage
violation.
The system indices can be calculated from the load point










where NL is the number of buses in the system. Other
system indices can be calculated using similar formulas.
The contingency enumeration technique is used to
determine the reliability indices. The power flow technique
will be used to determine network violations for each
contingency. Different load-shedding techniques and reac-
tive power injection approaches will be used to release












Fig. 2 vq curves for different p with a constant power factor
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4 Load-shedding technique
4.1 Real power load shedding
Real power load shedding has been used in most con-
ventional reliability techniques to maintain real power
balance caused by the real power shortage for a system
contingency. The proportional load-shedding scheme is
usually used to cut the load at each bus based on its per-
centage of the total system load. The priority load shedding
and reliability cost/worth-based load-shedding [22] tech-
niques are used to curtail the real power load based on
customer’s willingness to pay for their reliability. Those
load-shedding techniques and the resulting indices are
usually used in generation planning.
4.2 Reactive power characteristics in network
There are three aspects of differentiating reactive power
from active power in power system operation, and they
should be considered in reliability evaluation. First, it is not
efficient to transfer reactive power over a long distance
because reactive power losses in transmission lines are
significant and the bus voltage is very sensitive to reactive
power. Therefore, the reactive power shortage is usually
compensated locally in weakly connected grids. Second, the
major role of reactive power is to maintain voltage stability/
security of power systems. Therefore, the impact of reactive
power on system reliability in terms of energy not supplied
is indirect and is calculated based on the reactive power
shortage and voltage violations. Finally, the reactive power
losses change with system configuration and operation
conditions [23, 24]. Reactive power requirements for volt-
age restoration after a contingency are heavily dependent on
reactive power reserve distributions in a power system. In
order to reasonably determine the real and reactive power
dispatch and post contingency load shedding, the charac-
teristics of real and reactive power corresponding to bus
voltage and their correlation have to be considered.
4.3 Real and reactive power load shedding
A three-stage load-shedding process is adopted to dis-
tinguish the reliability indices due to the reactive power
shortage from those caused by the real power shortage. The
objective is to provide detailed information on current
weakness of real and reactive power resources and future
system expansion for system planners and operators.
In the first stage, the real power capacity including both
generation and reserve of the total available system is
compared with the real power demand including the total
real power load and transmission losses of the total system.
If the total available capacity is less than the total load plus
loss, then real power loads at all the load buses are cur-
tailed in the system range using different load-shedding
techniques [22]. Reactive power load at each bus is also
curtailed correspondingly based on the initial power factor.
The proportional load shedding is used in this stage to
illustrate the technique. LCPij and QCPij at bus j for con-














QCPij ¼ LCPijtg/j; ð9Þ
where NGi is the number of generator units for state I, Pg is
the maximum available real power capacity of unit g, Plj is
the real power load at bus j for the normal state, Plossi is the
estimated system real loss for the normal state, and /j is the
power factor angle at bus j.
In the second stage, the Q shortage problem of system
range is investigated based on Q generation at the swing bus.
The system Q shortage is determined based on the load and
generation conditions after the first-stage load-shedding
using AC power flow analysis. Q compensations at PV buses
are first checked. A PV bus at which the Q compensation is
over or equal to its limit will be changed into PQ bus to fix
its reactive power compensation to the limit. AC power flow
is again performed based on the fixed Q compensations at
PQ buses. If the Q generation at the swing bus is in excess of
its limit, then the proportional load shedding is used in this
stage until system Q is balanced. LCQij and QCQij at bus j for
contingency state i are calculated as follows:









where Qs and Q
max
s are the actual Q generation and its limit
at the swing bus, respectively, Qlj is the reactive power
load at bus j for the normal state.
In the third stage, the voltage problem at buses is checked
using AC power flow analysis. The bus voltage less than the
voltage set point means the local reactive power shortage.
Because of the low efficiency of delivering reactive power
over a long distance, load shedding is performed at nodes with
the voltage violations. Both real and reactive power loads are
iteratively curtailed in steps of 1 % with the fixed power
factor until the voltage violation is eliminated. The detailed
load-shedding process in this stage for contingency state i is
shown in Fig. 3. It is noted that if the voltage violation at those
buses still exists after loads completely curtailed, then it is
necessary to cut the loads at their adjacent nodes according to
local characteristics of the reactive power.
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4.4 Reactive power injection
The voltage violations related to reactive power shortage
VarSQij can be solved using local reactive injection
method. In this method, reactive power is injected at the
nodes with the voltage violations to restore the voltage.
When the voltage reaches the voltage set point, the corre-
sponding reactive power injected is the reactive shortage
VarSQij. It should be noted that the impact of reactive
power injection on bus voltage is very sensitive to network
configuration and reactive power source distribution. It is
also related to the economic considerations of the con-
sumers. In this article, the reactive power is gradually
injected in step of 1 % of the reactive load at a bus with the
voltage violation until the voltage problem is solved. The
objective of reactive power injection is to provide addi-
tional information for system operators and planners to add
new reactive power sources in future planning and
operation.
5 System study
The simplified 220 kV Taiyuan power system in Shanxi
Province of China as shown in Fig. 4 is used to illustrate
the proposed technique.
The system has nine PV buses and eleven PQ buses. The
total system average active and reactive power loads are 1
383 MW and 453 Mvar, respectively. The peak active and
reactive power loads are 2 355 MW and 639 Mvar,
respectively. 3 9 200 MW units are connected at Bus 2,
4 9 300 MW units are connected at Bus 3, and a 600-MW
unit is connected at Bus 15. The reliability parameters for
generators and transmission lines are shown in Tables A1
and A2. The reactive power limits for generators and
compensators are shown in Table A1. The states up to the
second-order failures have been considered. The voltage
set point is assumed to be 0.95 p.u. for the normal state and
the first-order failures, and 0.85 p.u. for the second-order
failures [25]. The different load-shedding schemes are
applied and the corresponding results are compared to
illustrate the impact of real and reactive power on system
and load point reliability.
5.1 Real and reactive power load sheddings
The proposed three-stage load-shedding technique is
used to determine comprehensible reliability indices. The
real and reactive power loads at each bus are bundled
together using the initial power factor in the simulation.
The load point, system EENSP, and EENSQ for the average
and peak loads are shown in Table 1.
It can be seen from Table 1 that there are no real and
reactive power shortages for average load when consider-
ing up to the second-order failures. The EENSP and EENSQ
at some buses are mainly due to load isolation in trans-
mission line failures. When the peak load is considered, the
system will have significant real and reactive power
shortages. Bus 1 has the highest EENSP because the load is
27.6 % of the total system load. Bus 1 also contributes to
85.96 % of the total system EENSQ because of reactive
shortage at this bus.
Table 2 shows the load point, system EVNSP and
EVNSQ due to the real power and reactive power shortages.
Although the system-expected reactive power curtailment
because of the reactive power shortage is smaller than that
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Fig. 4 Simplified 220 kV Taiyuan power system
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EVNSP at Bus 1. This shows the severe reactive power
shortage at Bus 1.
The results from Tables 1 and 2 show that both real and
reactive power shortages are sufficient to supply system
average load. If the system operates at its peak level, there
is significant shortage of real and reactive power when
considering system failures.
5.2 Real power load shedding
The total system and load point EENS calculated by the
proposed three-stage method (Method 1) are compared to
those obtained using conversional proportional real power
load shedding (Method 2). The results are shown in
Table 3. It can be seen that the load shedding using Method
1 is more reasonable.
5.3 Reactive power injection
Reactive power injections at some system locations can
solve the voltage problems caused by local reactive power
shortage. Because load shedding of real and reactive power
usually come together with fixed power factor-based
requirements from particular loads, the real power has to be
curtailed unnecessarily. Therefore, this article investigates
the impact of local reactive power injection to solve the
local reactive power shortage problems. The objective of
reactive power injection is the same as the load shedding,
which is to restore voltage at each bus to its low limit.
Table 4 shows load point and system EVarS due to local
reactive power shortage or voltage violations for the
average and peak load.
Table 4 clearly shows that reactive power shortage at Bus
1 during the peak load is significant even after the reactive
Table 1 Load point, system EENSP, and EENSQ for average and peak load
Bus Average load Peak load
EENSP ((MW h) a
-1) EENSQ ((MW h) a
-1) EENSP ((MW h) a
-1) EENSQ ((MW h) a
-1)
1 0 0 151,100.60 223,731.40
4 0.000444 3.388502 36,264.16 29,007.67
5 0 0 58,348.09 1,218.69
6 0 0 20,921.63 436.98
7 0 0 37,658.93 786.57
8 0 0 49,979.44 1,043.90
9 0.000081 0 20,921.60 436.98
10 0 0 62,997.35 1,315.80
11 0.004421 0 60,440.26 1,266.50
13 0.000214 0 26,733.19 558.37
14 6.996100 0 22,142.35 461.26
System 7.001300 3.388502 547,507.60 260,264.10
Table 2 Load point, system EVNSP and EVNSQ for average and peak loads
Bus Average load Peak load
EVNSP ((Mvar h) a
-1) EVNSQ ((Mvar h) a
-1) EVNSP ((Mvar h) a
-1) EVNSQ ((Mvar h) a
-1))
1 0 0 69,738.81 103,260.65
4 0.000060 0.456145 4,881.70 3,904.88
5 0.000016 0 12,320.52 257.33
6 0 0 4,649.31 97.11
7 0 0 6,276.52 131.09
8 0 0 11,158.20 233.06
9 0 0 4,184.31 87.40
10 0 0 11,623.14 242.77
11 0.000982 0 11,158.21 233.81
13 0.000060 0 8,136.22 169.94
14 1.499200 0 4,428.53 92.25
System 1.500300 0.456145 148,555.47 108,710.29
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power load is curtailed in the first and second stages. This
information is useful for power system planner to select
optimal location of future reactive power compensators.
6 Conclusion
This article comprehensively investigates reliability
issues from both real and reactive power aspects on power
system reliability risk evaluation. A three-stage load-
shedding process is adopted to evaluate the load point and
system reliability of power systems. The reliability indices
due to reactive power shortage are compared to those due
to real power shortage. The system and local range reactive
power shortages are separately solved using different load-
shedding methods. Local reactive shortage is also studied
using reactive power injection at the nodes with the voltage
violation to provide more information for system planning
and operation. The equivalent 220 kV Taiyuan system of
Shanxi Province in China is analyzed to illustrate the
technique. The results show that the reactive power has
significant impact on system reliability risk analysis. The
load curtailments can be significantly reduced if the
detailed reasons of system problems are studied. The reli-
ability indices provide important information for system
planners and operators to make their decisions.
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Appendix
Table 4 Load point and system EVarS
Bus EVarS ((Mvar h) a-1)













Table A1 Reliability parameters and reactive power limits
Bus Qmin Qmax k l
Generator 1 -20 25 6 194.67
2 -20 20 4.5 219
Compensator 5 -20 25 6 194.67
8 -10 25 6 194.67
11 -6 20 6 194.67
13 -6 20 6 194.67
Table A2 Reliability parameters of transmission lines
From bus To bus k l
1 2 1 876
1 3 1 876
2 4 1 876
3 4 1 876
2 5 1 876
2 6 1 876
4 6 1 876
5 7 1 876
6 7 1 876
6 8 1 876
6 9 1 876
6 10 1 876
9 11 1 876
Table 3 Load point and system EENS for peak load
Bus EENS ((MW h) a-1)
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